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On to A New Adventure
By Sadie Hess Founder and CEO
We are in the process of doing something big! (Some-

through and promises. Further, I want this team to be

thing we haven’t done in about 15 years here at Com-

able to help! So our nurses, teachers, person centered

pass.)

specialists, and behavior experts will also be in this

We are going to open a new department at Compass!

department, so they not only point out a weakness, but

Not another office, as we have been doing. This will be

they can also bring the strength to make us better.

a department that supports the whole company. We
have been planning it for a few years, so we are excited

The other part of this team will be dedicated to our

to see it become a reality. Eric and I invested in a coach

ongoing training. We have always believed in training

about 5 years ago and quickly came to the conclusion

and have worked very hard to have excellent training.

we needed a department responsible for our value of

However, in the wake of this pandemic, we have learned

Excellence.

that we need to continue to innovate and improve our
training practices, methodology, and processes. We

This new division is going to make sure we keep our

have invested heavily in a team to oversee all aspects of

promises to the Regional Center, our clients and their

field and leadership training, so that we can be consis-

families. We are calling the department “Training and

tent and excellent every day.

Excellence”. We originally had the title of Quality
Assurance, but I don’t like what that represents in most

This department will become fully operational in the

organizations. Many people have experience with “QA”.

Fall when Rhonda McGlashan, our current Regional

It is where someone from the “outside” comes in and

Manager in the East Bay, steps into her new role as Di-

tells you what you are doing wrong. This causes people

rector of Training and Excellence. We are so excited to

to resent, hide and protect themselves, which doesn’t

choose someone who has done all aspects of our service

bring out our best.

to lead this department. She exemplifies rigor and distinction in all she does. She has grown with us over the

I want accountability and integrity, but not protection-

past fifteen years.

ism. I want colleagues and someone who has our best
interest speaking to us about promises. We all need a

It will be a new adventure for our team, as we better

mirror to show us where we are doing well and what

integrate excellence into our everyday and draw on a

we need to improve. Our team will make sure that our

tremendous group of experts to strengthen and em-

paperwork reflects our excellence as well as our follow

power our staff and clients.

It will be a new adventure for our team, as we better interg
group of experts to strengthen an
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Meet Anton

By Anna Levine-Beard, ILS Manager
Anton is a hardworking client, who is excelling as a

three years. At his job, Anton prepares conference

Google employee during the pandemic. He is passionate

rooms for Google employees by checking for damages,

about his job and enjoys working outside of his home.

restocking supplies, and keeping hand sanitizers filled.

He currently lives with his family in the South Bay.

Anton’s future goals include earning his driver’s license

Taking shelter-in-place restrictions in stride, Anton has

and learning how to get gas when he has his owncar. He

been meeting weekly with his Compass team.

has been reviewing the state driver’s handbook with his
LC and taking practice tests online. Anton is skilled at

Frequently, he cooks and bakes with his LC virtually.

remembering the details, and his Compass team knows

He is a pro at cooking with his air fryer to make fried

that with time and practice he will be able to achieve

potatoes and orange chicken. Anton makes stove top

his goals. Born in Singapore, Anton became a world

fried rice and bakes delicious apple cake and brownies.

traveler at a young age. He has traveled to Los Angeles,

This year, Antonalso successfully ordered takeout from

Lake Tahoe, Chicago and the Philippines. Anton visited

Popeye’s and Dunkin Donuts using DoorDash with his

Disneyland and rode Space Mountain and the Tower of

LC and independently.

Terror with his friends. He also really enjoyed the Fast
& Furious ride at Universal Studios with his family. He

His Compass team is so proud of his career. Anton

misses going on trips with his friends and family during

attended Gavilan College’s career prep program for

shelter-in-place, but he keeps busy in other ways.
Every day, Anton exercises for fun and helps with
daily chores. He loves working out and playing
outside. He explores YouTube for training videos
and has several fitness apps to track his work outs
on his smartphone. When the pandemic is over,
Anton will go back to the gym to make use of
the bench press, squatmachine, and dumbbells.
Likewise, Anton cares for himself and his family
by keeping his home clean. He is very disciplined
when it comes to cleaning, like sweeping all the
floors in his home and organizing his closet.

Meet Tom

By Marissa Garcia, Case Facilitator

This upcoming year
for Tom is going
to be even better
then the last

Tom has been doing amazing during this past year of Covid.

He really has

Tom struggles with mental health episodes and stresses out

been kicking

about change. However, he has been doing so well staying

butt at life this year and achieving his goals. Tom strives to

positive and living life as normal as can be even with all the

live each day with a good attitude and to not worry about

uncertainty of Covid-19. Even though Tom has been shel-

things he can not control. He prays each day and trusts that

tering in place for most of the year, he has set himself goals

he will be able to go back to do the things he enjoys most,

to become healthier. During Covid, he has managed to

especially day program. Day program is very important to

lose weight, which he is very proud of. Each day he contin-

him, which he would love to go back to. He participates in

ues to strive to lose more weight and maintain his healthy

the work that day program provides for him and talks to his

lifestyles. Now that he is able to go out and enjoy outdoor

coordinators daily.

seating at restaurants, he still continues to choose healthy
options and eat his favorite foods in moderation.

It does not feel the same as going in person, but he still likes
to be involved and cannot wait until
the time comes where he can safely
return.
Covid has taken a toll on his daily
routine, but he still tries to do what
he can taking all safety precautions.
He maintains regular contact with his
family by conducting weekly phone
calls with them. Now that vaccines
are out Tom feels fully confident in
engaging with others in person. He is
very excited to get back into the routine of regular contact with others.
Covid-19 has been a huge impact on
everyone’s life but, Tom has managed
to not let it negatively affect him and
to live life to the fullest as he can. This
next upcoming year for Tom is going
to be even better than the last.

By Cassandra Sales, ILS Supervisor
I grew up and still live in a town that has more cows than

While dreams happened,

people. If the elevation surpasses the population, that is

community happened in

the town for me. In rural communities, you know your

an even more special way.

neighbors favorite cookie and take it to them every second
Sunday in May because they lost their mom ten years ago.

We couldn’t find enough

In rural areas, everyone, just like the Cheers theme song,

staff in Siskiyou so we

knows your name. Rural areas love well.

found the right ones
like Noah M and Ash-

However, rural areas also face more challenges than the

ley W who live all the way

big cities. We don’t have reliable public transportation, we
have about two childcare places to choose from, and in a
pandemic the hurdles of a rural area are amplified. Staffing
is hard in all areas but especially difficult in areas with less
people to choose from in general. Covid hit our rural areas
hard.
The past year has completely changed our ILS teams in
Tehama and Siskiyou counties. It has made it difficult to
serve people who live an hour away from each other, and
our teams are fresh, new and some don’t even know Compass outside a pandemic. I could spend many pages of this
newsletter talking about all the hurdles of this pandemic
for our rural communities, but instead I want to honor the
magic they have created.
Dreams happened this year. We couldn’t drive everywhere
so clients like Jaiden got their permit. We had to stay home
so homeless clients like Samantha got their first apartment
and had a place to call home. Clients like Victor in Tehama
became tutors for others who decided to go back to college.

"We are taking the
road less travelled
and paving the way
with every step we
make in the right
direction."

in Shasta and serve caseloads across the
countyline. In Tehama, two life coaches,
Yesenia and Shannon, did the work of
5. We did a virtual "Social Dis-Dance"
where clients and staff in four communities could do the Cupid Shuffle with each
other via a screen. We may not have all
the seats on our bus filled, but the ones
we do have are the highest quality of
community members we ever have had.
The beautiful thing about this pandemic
is that it created a perfect environment
to start over, to dream again, to stop
excuses and think outside the box. We
have all heard about the SLS Renaissance
2 process happening. This pandemic caused us to have our
own Rural Renaissance in ILS. We aren’t the same team we
were a year ago. We are better. We are stronger and more
tenacious. We think so far outside the box we forgot there
was ever a box to begin with. Robert Frost once said “Two
Roads Diverged and I chose the one less traveled."
We are taking the road never travelled and paving
the way with every step we make in the right direction. ILS
is here to stay, to thrive, and to do what we do best -make
dreams come true. If you’re reading this article, I want you
to take to your social media and celebrate what dream you
had come true this year. Kayla, tell the world how you got a
full time Position on the mobile crew. Janice,
tell us all how you went from ILS client to SLS
staff. The world may have stopped, but ILS
never will. In the words of our favorite hoodie,
"we can, we will, end of story."

ILS IS
HERE TO
STAY!

Meet Angela
By Dickson Poku, Case Facilitator
Angela has been with Compass for just a little
over 1 year. Her arrival at Compass had promise
of her delving into the many activities Compass
has during the holiday season. However with the
current pandemic, Angela missed out on the true
community feeling from Compass that can be felt
during the holiday parties. Nevertheless, her journey in this short year has been nothing but incredible and fruitful. 		
Angela is a loving and caring person and very
friendly at any first encounter. She exudes so much
positivity that one can think she has not faced many
trials and challenges in her life. In 2018, Angela was

diagnosed with breast cancer. She had
fallen into the percentage of women who
end up developing breast cancer in their
lifetime (13%). Yet despite the news and
pending appointments, Angela remained
positive and hopeful. She managed to face
this obstacle head on and can proudly
say that she is cancer free, though she still has her
regular check ups. She weathered another battle in
2020, losing her best friend and neighbor for more
than 30 years. As if the news of the loss was not bad
enough, it occurred at the height of the pandemic.
Angela once again braved through this with her
positivity and with the great help of her loved ones
around her.
When I first met Angela, I was taken back by her
calm and caring nature. She's intelligent and can
sustain a friendly conversation with almost anyone.
She is humorous and can get one to laugh even on
the saddest of days. Angela has thrived so far in
Compass and in other areas. She was nominated
to present her artwork for her day programs' artist
talk. Angela is very artistic and has maintained her
level of creativity in this season through her many
paintings and artwork.
Angela is an inspiration to many who work with
her and those who have had an encounter with her.
She is a warrior and a loving person whocan get you
motivated in just a short time of interacting with
her. She is a reminder to us all that despite the challenges that may come in our life, we have the power
to always be positive.

Meet Marcellina
By Vanessa Gonzalez, ILS Manager

I would like to introduce you to Marcellina Lane.
She is a single mother, daughter, and a caregiver.
She is passionate, courageous, and active.
Marcellina joined our Compass community in
2017. When I met her, she was living in a small
one-bedroom apartment with her mother, whom
she provides care to, and her six-year-old daughter,
Selena. She discovered a thing or two about making small living-spaces work for her family. The
living room was converted into a bedroom, a dining room, and a playground for Selena. She never
allowed space or money hold her back from giving
her family the best of everything. Her mission has
always been to show her baby girl that she can do
anything she sets her mind to. She wants to be the
example and from what I have witnessed, that is
exactly what she is.
Marcellina carries a beautiful relationship with
her mother Ms. Betty, often describes her as “My
rock and my bestie”. With support from ILS, she
was able to become Ms. Betty’s caregiver and work
from home. With a second source of income and
great skills in money management, Marcellina
upgraded to a 2-bedroom apartment that is conveniently located across Selena’s elementary school
and only a few steps away from the nearest bus
stop. Nowadays, Marcellina and her loved ones are
enjoying the bigger space and use the living room
to spend quality time together as a family.

Being a mother and the head of household encompasses so many roles.The technology involved in
distance learning has Marcellina challenging herself every day to help her daughter get through the
school year. I commend Marcellina for reaching
out for help from ILS and fulfilling her duties in
the best way possible.There is no obstacle she cannot overcome. When she looks back on everything
she has been through and how far she hascome,
Marcellina is filled with gratitude.
Marcellina’s current goal is to own a small house
with a backyard in the near future. Selena dreams
of having a pool and enough space to ride her
bike. Ms. Betty hopes that her daughter and grandbaby reach their goals and achieve their dreams,
and there is no doubt in my mind that they will.

Meet ShanDel
By Jeni Cheffey, ILS Manager

Compass Community, I am pleased to introduce
you to the former Siskiyou Prom Queen, ShanDel!
Shan’Del has been a huge part of our Compass
Community since 2017. You might recognize her
from retreats because that happens to be one of her
favorite parts about being a Compass Client! She
has attended events in Siskiyou and has also explored places as far as Reno, Nevada with Compass
and her friends! Shan’Del is a kind mentor to other
clients and has recently achieved some of her own
goals that she is excited to share with you all!
In the past year a lot of us have struggled with
motivation, work ethic and our emotions, but
Shan’Del's positive can-do attitude was not about to
be slowed down, not even amid a global pandemic.
Recently, Shan’Del moved into her own one-bedroom apartment and is living completely independent of natural supports. She has begun to blossom
learning how to use the kitchen, clean up her home
and even meet new people.
Shan’Del is excited for Special Olympics to start up
because she is a multisport athlete. She has over 12
medals, and has participated in Basketball, Track
& Field as well as Golf! In Shan’Dels spare time she
enjoys being a Tik Tok sensation, Karaoke Queen
and helping others. She has spent time volunteering
in classrooms to work with children as a teachers
aid. This girl is a natural when it comes to working
in the education field! Shan’Del dreams about pe-

rusing a career in
the education field
and hopes to one
day work with children again.
Shan’Del is always happy to meet new people and
be a friend to anyone who might just need a pick
me up. She would describe herself as a “fun, loving
and caring friend”.A message that Shan’Del would
like to send out to all of her fellow Compass Clients
is: “ It is okay to be you, don’t ever let anyone tell
you that you can’t do something because with a little bit of hard work you can do anything”. She also
wants to encourage everyone to love themselves
and be themselves because everyone is different,
but beautiful!

Meet Jennifer
By Emma Fisher, Case Facilitator

Jane Goodall once said,“What you do makes a difference,
and you have to decide what kind of difference you want
to make.” Jennifer came to Compass and was considered
a diabetic, was having trouble walking, and was having
trouble losing weight. She needed to change her diet and

conversation I noticed that her clothes were bigger on her

eat healthier. She did that.

and not fitting as snug. She said she felt good and can

Jennifer is so strict to her diet;she even calls out her staff

she never thought would fit. She used to only use a

if they offer her something she cannot eat. She has lost
over 50lbs being on this life changing diet. Just last year
her doctor was so impressed with her weight loss that she
was no longer considered a diabetic! Jennifer and her staff
kept her active whether it is walking laps in the backyard
or working out at the YMCA or Curves. Just recently in

now see the difference. She is now able to wear clothes
motorized scooter while being at stores. Staff would have
to park close to front doors of buildings. Now Jennifer
walks everywhere without needing the scooter and staff
park far from the door.
Keeping her active in the community is something Jennifer prefers and her love for animals is undeniable. That
was her favorite part of the week going to Haven Humane
to pet the cats that were up for adoption getting them
used to people being around them and loving on them.
Covid unfortunately shot that option down for her, so
her staff got creative. One would bring their dogs to the
home so Jennifer could still have that. We set up times
for Jennifer to visit some of her friends that had animals
so she could visit and still get that time with a cat or dog.
She has such a connection with animals; its therapeutic
for both Jennifer and the animal.
Jennifer is proud of herself. Jennifer is so strong and will
achieve any goal she sets her mind to.

vascular disease.
It is also tempting to load up on caffeine when
feeling tired, but it compares to whipping an exhausted horse. Eventually, the old horse collapses.
Caffeine excites the adrenal glands, causing them
to secrete stress hormones that allow you to push
past normal fatigue until it's too late. By then,
overall health becomes compromised, setting the
stage for chronic disease. How should we eat to
help optimize our moods? Eating quality protein
foods such as fish, beef, poultry, and eggs, results
in higher levels of brain chemicals that impact our
mood, motivation, and concentration. The best
mood-enhancing meals and snacks combine complex carbohydrates with lean proteins and an array
of colorful produce. Complex carbs can be found
in whole foods such as sweet potatoes, rolled oats,
beans, and quinoa.

By Sheri Wittmer, ILS Manager

Consuming these powerhouse carbs can increase
the availability of the feel-good hormone, serotonin in the

We have all heard the expression "hangry," meaning how

brain. The body also requires a modest supply of healthy

one who hasn't eaten can become touchy and irritable. But

fats to perform and feel its best.

did you know that what you eat can also affect your mood?
Most of us know what it feels like to go into a "food coma"

Unfortunately, the American diet consists of foods pre-

after consuming the tryptophan-rich turkey dinner. Take

pared in cheap, inflammatory oils that have been stripped

a moment to consider that every food that lands on our

of any healthful benefits. Omega 3 fatty acids work to

tongue contains a host of chemicals that in turn act upon

keep inflammation in check, but the fact is, we are eating a

our metabolic processes. Is it any wonder that food plays a

highly disproportionate number of Omega 6's(pro-inflam-

vital role in our moods?

matory oils)with our chips, fries, ramen, grain-fed meats,
and snacks. By reducing the Omega 6's and increasing the

Some foods with little nutritional value may offer

Omega 3's, (fatty fish, flax seeds, walnuts, avocados, and

you a quick boost of energy but could also leave you feeling

more), we can nourish our brains and who knows, maybe

drowsy and grumpy later on. That Snickers bar and Red

even improve our outlook on life?Next shopping trip, make

Bull will most definitely provide the body with a jolt of

a conscious choice to select foods that not only taste great

quick and readily available energy but at a cost to your

but also fortify the body and put a smile on your face. Just

long-term health. Excess processed carbohydrates spike

knowing that you are doing right by your body makes you

blood sugar and place a high demand on the pancreas to

feel more optimistic and powerful too!

secrete more insulin. In time, you may develop insulin
resistance that can ultimately lead to diabetes and cardio-

““

Meet Glen
By Holly Hill, Case Facilitator
Glenn has been a long-time resident of the north
coast. He had a milestone this past April and turned
the big 50! He was born and raised in Eureka Ca,
were he lived with his family until his 20’s. He
transitioned to Langley Porter, then onto Sonoma
Developmental center in early adulthood due to his
mother not being able to care for him. He spent
many years there until he transitioned to SLS over 15 years ago.
It was a difficult transition and a
struggle for Glenn and his team.
Many behaviors were learned
while he was in the developmental centers and it was the only
way he knew how to communi-

cate. Fast forward to 2021 and Glenn is thriving and
living a successful life. He has had several set backs
in the past 15 years but has made so much progress
and growth. He loves music and much of his day
is comprised of staff singing to help him transition
from one task to the next.
He enjoys playing his drum
set and getting out to enjoy
walks by the ocean. Glenn
loves pirates and is famous for
his loud “arrhhing” throughout the day.
Glenn has built some close
relationships with other
fellow Compass clients in
the Fort Bragg area, and they
always bring a smile to his
face. Though Glenn has his
challenges, his staff remain
loyal and dedicated. He is an
exceptional person and he works his way into your
heart.
We are so proud of Glenn and so thankful for the
staff and community who believe in him. He would
not be where he is today without the support of everyone around him. He is truly a SLS success story,
proving that hard work and dedication can change
the lives of our clients. We are so thankful that
Glenn is part of our Compass community.

Person Centered Thinking
By Melanie Anderson, Director at Options in Supported Living
Having a great hair stylist is pretty important. I had the

reminds us to “point positive”.

same stylist for many years and when I moved to a new
area, I dreaded the trial and error of finding a new person.

I first heard the term Point Positive recently at the North-

In 5 years, I never found a stylist that really worked for me

ern California Gathering on Person Centered Practices. At

and it actually caused me a lot of stress. I recently relocated

lunch I was chatting with a woman who has a son with an

and was able to reunite with Aaron, the stylist God, and I

intellectual disability. He will soon be moving into his own

felt a flood of relief and happiness the first time I was sitting

place and they are currently shopping for an SLS agency

in that red leather chair of his. Why? He knows my hair

in the greater Sacramento area. When she learned I was a

and knows what it can and can’t do. When I make a bad

service provider, she began asking a lot of questions about

choice, he helps me figure out how to fix it. He tells me I am

how we help people plan for their future. She said she has

beautiful. He knows my history. He sees potential when I

been hard pressed to find an agency who “points positive”.

don’t and knows exactly when to push me to try something

She explained that she was an avid river rafter, and the term

different. He is also kind and I feel comfortable around

is used by guides to point you in the right direction. Guides

him. He is knowledgeable and stays current on trends

never point negative. For example, they would never point

and techniques. But he also accepts me for who I am and

to a rock in the river and say, “Watch out for that rock!” be-

doesn’t expect me to be someone I am not. It’s a fantastic

cause you might not be able to hear them and interpret their

connection!

pointing as where you should go. The rule on the river is to
always point positive, which means point in the direction

This important hair connection is a lot like how the con-

you want the person or team to go. This really resonates as

cepts and tools of Person-Centered Thinking are pretty

one of the core principles of Person-Centered Services.

important in the work we do. Person Centered Thinking
and planning is a discovery process used to search out

Even though Person Centered Thinking and Planning have

what is truly important to people and for people as well as

been around for a long time, there is a new buzz around

what capacities and dreams someone has. Person Cen-

the concept as a result of the Home and Community-Based

tered Thinking is a mindset that guides the way we provide

Service (HCBS) regulations that will go into effect in 2022.

support to people. Person Centered Planning is an array of

These regulations specifically require the use of person-cen-

tools and concepts used to gather information about people.

tered support plans. I think this official requirement

Person Centered Thinking originates from the person’s

indicates a shift that has been in process for a while and is

perspective but values a 360-degree snapshot as well. At it's

the regulatory attempt to point positive. Compass is already

core is radical optimism; focusing on what is possible and

in compliance with the new HCBS “final rule” but we are

using resources to contribute to meaningful lives for people.

re-energizing our commitment to the concepts of Person

This is what I find most inspiring and at the same time chal-

Centered Thinking and looking to see where we can be even

lenging. Our industry's systems and habits tend to focus

better. We look forward to pointing positive together!

first on deficits and barriers, but Person-Centered Thinking

EVERYDAY COMPASS
Retreats can be our favorite time of year! Our 2021 Retreats have started and registration is still open for
the fall dates. Register on our website: www.compasscares.com.
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